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We study the asymptotic short–distance behaviour as well as the asymptotic large–distance behaviour of the
gauge–invariant quark–antiquark nonlocal condensates in QCD. A comparison of some analytical results with the
available lattice data is performed.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper [1] we have presented a lat-
tice determination of the quark{antiquark nonlo-




hTr[qfa (0)(Γi)abS(0; x)qfb (x)]i ; (1)
where S(0; x) is the Schwinger line needed to
make Ci(x) gauge{invariant and Γi are the six-
teen independent matrices of the Cliord’s alge-
bra acting on the Dirac indices a; b. The trace in
(1) is taken with respect to the colour indices.
Making use of T,P invariance one can prove
that all the correlators (1) vanish, except those
with Γi = 1 (\scalar" nonlocal condensate) and









hTr[qfa (0)(γµE)abSqfb (x)]i : (2)
These two quantities play a relevant role in many
applications of QCD sum rules, especially for
studying the meson form factors and the meson
wave functions [2{6]. The nonlocal quark conden-
sates have been also determined within the single
instanton approximation of the instanton liquid
model [7].
The lattice computations of Ref. [1] have been
performed both in the quenched approximation
and in full QCD using four degenerate flavours
of staggered fermions [whence the sum over the
flavour index f in (1)] and the SU(3) Wilson ac-
tion for the pure{gauge sector.
In full QCD the nonlocal condensates have
been measured on a 163  24 lattice at  =
5:35 and two dierent values of the quark mass:
a  mq = 0:01 and a  mq = 0:02 (a being the
lattice spacing). For the quenched case the mea-
surements have been performed on a 164 lat-
tice at  = 6:00, using valence quark masses
a  mq = 0:01, 0:05, 0:10, and at  = 5:91 with
a quark mass a  mq = 0:02. Further details, as
well as a remark about the reliability of the re-
sults obtained for the longitudinal{vector nonlo-
cal condensate, can be found in [1].
In what follows we shall concentrate on the
scalar nonlocal condensate C0(x). In Ref. [1] a
best t to the data with the following function
has been tried:
C0(x) = A0 exp(−0x) + B0
x2
: (3)
The form of the perturbative{like term B0=x2 is
that obtained in the leading order in perturbation
theory, in the chiral limit mq ! 0.
The quantity of greatest physical interest which
can be extracted from our lattice determinations
is the correlation length 0  1=0 of the scalar
quark{antiquark nonlocal condensate. At the
lightest quark mass a  mq = 0:01 we have ob-
tained the value 0 ’ 0:63 fm [1].
Here we study the asymptotic short{distance
behaviour as well as the asymptotic large{
1
distance behaviour of the gauge{invariant quark{
antiquark nonlocal condensates in QCD. The
large{distance behaviour is derived by making
use of a relation of these correlators to the two{
point functions for the scalar and pseudoscalar Qq
meson operators in the limit of the heavy{quark
mass MQ ! 1. A comparison of some analyti-
cal results with the available lattice data will be
performed.
2. SHORT–DISTANCE BEHAVIOUR
The short{distance behaviour of the correlators
is described by an \operator product expansion"




− h: qq :i+ : : : (4)
The vacuum expectation values of the local op-
erators, such as h: qq :i, appear as expansion co-
ecients of the nonlocal condensate C0(x) in a
Taylor series in the variable x2. In the litera-
ture [2{5] the nonperturbative part of the scalar












The parameter 2q characterizes the nonlocality of
the quark condensate and it is given by [2{5]:
2q =
h: qD2q :i
h: qq :i ; (6)
where Dµ = @µ + igAaµT
a is the covariant deriva-
tive. By the equations of motion in the chiral
limit, the parameter 2q is also related to the
mixed quark{gluon condensate:
2q =
h: q(igµνGaµνT a)q :i
2h: qq :i : (7)
From the QCD sum{rules phenomenology one
nds the following estimate for 2q [8]:
2q = 0:50(5) GeV
2 : (8)
Therefore we have also tried a best t to the data
of the scalar nonlocal condensate with the func-
tion











It comes out that the data are well tted by this
function [even if the 2=Nd.o.f. is slightly larger
than in the exponential case, Eq. (3)]. The fol-
lowing value for 2q is obtained from the best t to
the full{QCD data at  = 5:35 and a mq = 0:01:
2q = 0:46(5) GeV
2 : (10)
This value is in good agreement with the QCD
sum{rule estimate (8).
3. LARGE–DISTANCE BEHAVIOUR
In this section we study the asymptotic large{
distance behaviour of the quark correlators. The
starting point is the fermion propagator in an ex-
ternal gluon eld Aµ = AaµT
a, in the innite mass
limit MQ !1 (static fermion limit) [9,10]:
hQa,α(z)Qb,β(z0)i(A) =




















where ;  = 1; : : : ; Nc are colour indices, a; b are
Dirac indices and
P+  1 + γ
0
2





















d3~z0hOfyPS(x0; ~z0)OfPS(0)i ; (13)
where x0 > 0 and the mesonic operators OfS and
OfPS are so dened:
OfS  qfγ0Q ; OfPS  qfγ0γ5Q : (14)
The spin and colour indices are contracted. In
other words, OfS is the time component of the vec-
tor current Jµf = q
fγµQ, while OfPS is the time
component of the axial{vector current Jµ5,f =
2
qfγµγ5Q: we call OfS \scalar" meson operator
and OfPS \pseudoscalar" meson operator. Us-
ing Eq. (11) and performing the analytic con-
tinuation from Minkowskian to Euclidean space











C0(x4) and Cv(x4) are precisely the quark cor-
relators measured on the lattice, dened by Eqs.
(2). As a candidate for the heavy quark Q, we can
take the b (bottom) quark, for which we know the
pseudoscalar mesons of the type I(JP ) = 12 (0
−),
with mass MB ’ 5:3 GeV. We now consider the
Eqs. (15) in the asymptotic limit x4 !1. If we
make the assumption (supported by the experi-
mental evidence) that the lightest B{mesons are





A1 = F 2BMB=2 ; 1 = MB −Mb : (17)
Mb is the mass of the b quark. FB is the B{meson
decay constant, dened in the usual way:
hB(~p)jJµ5,f (x)j0i = −iFBpµeipx : (18)
We have indicated with jB(~p)i the state of a B{
meson with spatial momentum ~p. This state is
normalized in the following way:
hB(~p)jB(~q)i = 2p0B(2)3(3)(~p− ~q) ; (19)
where p0B =
√
~p2 + M2B is the energy.
Using the above{mentioned value of MB and
the rough estimate Mb  5 GeV for the mass of
the b quark, we derive:
1 = MB −Mb  300 MeV : (20)
That is, after conversion to length units, 1 
1=1  0:66 fm. This value is in good agree-
ment with the value 0 ’ 0:63 fm that we have
obtained at the lightest quark mass a mq = 0:01
from a best t with the function (3). An approach
which uses the QCD sum{rules techniques gives
the value 1  290  360 MeV [11], which is in
good agreement with the estimate (20) and with
the above{mentioned lattice result.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have reconsidered the available lattice data
for the gauge{invariant quark{antiquark nonlocal
condensates [1]. A gaussian{type parametriza-
tion, inspired by the O.P.E. at short distances, ts
well the data and gives results in agreement with
the QCD sum{rules phenomenology. The original
exponential{type parametrization ts also very
well the data, in agreement with the expected
large{distance behaviour of the correlators. The
natural question which arises is: are the avail-
able lattice data for the correlators in the short{
distance or in the large{distance regime? It seems
that they are just in an intermediate range. Fur-
ther study is required in order to investigate more
accurately both the short{distance and the large{
distance asymptotic behaviour.
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